


Bringing people together.
Delivering unforgettable experiences that
make a genuine difference. 



Just Challenge is an award
winning agency delivering life
changing adventures around
the world to raise money for
charity. We understand the
world is changing and that
people want real and
meaningful experiences.

Our challenges provide a fantastic
platform for corporates, charities and
sports stars to take part in meaningful
'money can't buy' experiences - all whilst
giving back to those less fortunate. To
date, Just Challenge has raised over
1million USD for charity.



Just Challenge delivers both Corporate
and Public Challenges.  
Our Corporate Challenges are bespoke campaigns designed
to respond to business objectives, whilst our Public
Challenges are designed for all to take part. 



 
 

Our core business is delivering
challenges for some of the world’s

largest organisations to respond
to their business objectives. We

understand the world of
hospitality and corporate

engagement is changing. Clients
and employees want real and

meaningful events that give back
to causes they are passionate

about. Companies need to
respond - and Just Challenge

provides a platform to do that.

CORPORATE
CHALLENGES



We deliver a Public Challenge
twice a year. Each challenge

brings together 100 people on 
 a trek with some of the world’s

greatest sports stars to raise funds
for charity. Our public challenges

are all about networking – we
bring together people from

different industries, backgrounds
and countries on a once in a

lifetime experience to raise funds
for those less fortunate. In 2020,

our Public Challenges take part in
New Zealand (March 2020) and
the Sahara Desert (April 2020).

 

PUBLIC
CHALLENGES





Our

Approach

WE

MEASURE

We’ll evaluate the
success of your
challenge against KPIs
to demonstrate a clear
return on investment.

WE

DELIVER

We’ll deliver a once in
a lifetime experience
for your colleagues,
clients and/or leaders.

WE

LISTEN

We’ll work with you to
fully understand your
business needs.

WE 

RESPOND

We’ll design a
challenge that
responds to your
internal and external
objectives.





Focus

Pillars

CORPORATE

CHALLENGES

Client Relations

Leadership Development

Employee Engagement

Corporate Social Responsibility





BRINGING PEOPLE
TOGETHER

Our challenges provide a unique platform
to connect the workforce. Teamwork is at
our core. Our challenges create
opportunities for employees to focus on
their health and wellbeing, make lifelong
friends and increase their networks.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT



Just Challenge has delivered a
number of campaigns around the
world for HSBC employees.
They're a fantastic way of bringing
the colleagues together and
creating real, meaningful bonds
across the work force.
 



BUILDING LASTING
RELATIONSHIPS

Our challenges provide an opportunity to
engage with clients in a meaningful way -
taking these relationships to another level
and strengthening their association with
your brand.
 

CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS



Just Challenge created an
experience for KPMG and our
major global client. It was the
most fantastic platform to form
bonds outside the boardroom. We
facilitated an experience our client
will never forget. 
 



INSPIRE TOP
TALENT

Our challenges provide a meaning
platform for corporates to recognise and
support its future leaders and demonstrate
their commitment to developing the right
leadership necessary for business growth.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT



The challenge provided a platform
to learn from some of the most
resilient humans on earth about
risk and teamwork. It gave me a
whole new perspective on
effective leadership.
 



GIVING BACK TO
SOCIETY

Giving back is more important than ever
before. Our challenges provide an
opportunity to raise money for charity –
linking and promoting corporate CSR
strategies.
 

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY



Just Challenge created a
campaign from concept to
completion that raised 425,000
USD for our partner charity. They
have created a fantastic way of
emerging people in a meaningful
cause.
 





SOUTH AFRICA

KENYA

TANZANIA

Challenge Locations

ZAMBIA

NAMIBIA

MOROCCO

ARGENTINA

PERU BRAZIL

USA

INDIA

MYANMAR

TAIWAN

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

CHINA

JAPAN

SRI LANKA

THAILAND

VIETNAM

CAMBODIA

ICELAND

GREENLAND

UK

SWEDEN

SPAIN

FRANCE
GERMANY

ITALY
ROMANIA

OMAN
ABU DHABI

JORDAN

NEW ZEALAND





Clients, Media and Partners





Just Challenge creates truly unique experiences,
completely adapted to the needs of our clients - from

small bespoke groups to much larger campaigns.

We hope to work with you on an exciting initiative!

#inthistogether

info@just-challenge.com

www.just-challenge.com


